
Name________________________ !
Class________________________ 

Numbers Never Lie Grading Rubric 
Please be honest when scoring your graphs. Mr. Curtis will consider your grade based on your honesty, and 
will include it with your final grade for the project. !
Dot Plot 

Was this graph turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !!
Histogram 

Score Description Your Score Score

3 Exceptional- Graph has no errors.  
Title and x-axis labeled. Mean, median, mode, and range located 
on graph. Spelling and grammar is correct. Graph has color and 
drawn using rulers. Numerical values are written accurately. Graph 
looks professional.

2 Approaching- Graph has a few errors.  
Missing either title or x-axis. Missing one or more of central 
tendencies. Some grammatical and spelling errors. Graph has some 
color, and a ruler was sometimes used. There are 3 or less 
numerical errors.

1 Attempts- Graph has significant errors. 
No title. Missing a significant amount of central tendency 
information. Significant number of spelling and grammatical 
errors. There is no color added. Ruler was not used. There are 5 or 
more grammatical errors.

0 Not Completed- Did not complete. 
Graph was not completed.

Score Description Your Score Score

3 Exceptional- Graph has no errors.  
Title and all axis are labeled correctly. Spelling and grammar is 
correct. Graph has an accurate frequency table. Graph has color, 
and drawn using rulers. Numerical values are written accurately. 
Graph looks professional.

2 Approaching- Graph has a few errors.  
Title is written, but missing axis. Some grammatical and spelling 
errors. Frequency table has few mistakes. Graph has some color, 
and a ruler was sometimes used. There are 3 or less numerical 
errors.



!
Was this graph turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !!
Box Plot  

Was this graph turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !
Imovie/Data Analysis 

1 Attempts- Graph has significant errors. 
There is an attempt to add a title, and label axis. Significant 
number of spelling and grammatical errors. Frequency table has 
significant number of errors. There is no color. Ruler was not 
used. There 5 or more grammatical errors. 

0 Not Completed- Did not complete. 
Graph was not completed.

Score Description Your Score Score

3 Exceptional- Graph has no errors.  
Title and all axis are labeled correctly. Spelling and grammar is 
correct. IQR is present and accurate. Graphs are colored, and 
drawn using rulers. Numerical values are written accurately. 
Graphs look professional.

2 Approaching- Graph has a few errors.  
Title is written, but missing axis. Some grammatical and spelling 
errors. Attempt on IQR, but wrong calculations. Graphs have some 
color, and a ruler was sometimes used. There are 3 or less 
numerical errors.

1 Attempts- Graph has significant errors. 
There is an attempt to add a title, and label axis. Significant 
number of spelling and grammatical errors.  No IQR present. 
There is no color added to the illustrations. Ruler was not used. 
There 5 or more grammatical errors. 

0 Not Completed- Did not complete. 
Graph was not completed.

Score Description Your Score Score

3 Exceptional- Analysis has no errors.  
Data analysis is thoughtful and presents conclusions, errors, why it 
was chosen and how it will benefit the HTMNC community. Data 
Anaysis is typed and shared. Spelling and grammar is correct. 
IMovie is at most 2 minutes in length. QR code is created. IMovie 
looks professional.



Was this graph turned in on time? (circle yes or no) Yes or No !
Self Reflection (15 pts.) 
How well did you work with your partner during this project? (Things to consider; How was your time spent 
during class time? Did you distract others? Did you finish on time? Did you try your best? Write 5-7 
complete sentences answering these questions) !!!!!!!!!!!
Partner Reflection (15 pts.) 
How well did you partner work during this project? (Things to consider; Did he/she help you? Was he/she a 
distraction during class? Did he/she use their time wisely? Write 5-7 complete sentences answering these 
questions)

2 Approaching- Analysis has a few errors.  
Data analysis is missing one or two of the elements needed for a 
thoughtful presentation of results. Data analysis typed, but not 
shared. Spelling and grammar has few errors. IMovie is slightly 
over 2 mins. QR code is not created. 

1 Attempts- Analysis has significant errors. 
Data analysis is missing a significant amount of elements needed 
for a thoughtful presentation of results. Data analysis was neither 
typed nor shared. Spelling and grammar has significant errors. 
IMovie was not created as well as QR code. 

0 Not Completed- Did not complete. 
Graph was not completed.


